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 Q^:!,Li i YCaribbean — the sea and the tectonic plate
Cocos — the tectonic plate
Na/ca — the tectonic plate
South Ameri,:a — the continent and the tectonic plate
Pacific — both the ocean (overlaps the Cocos and Nazca regions) and the tectonic plate
Japan/Kuril — the re!ion around Japan and the Kuril Islands
!'hilippincS — both the land area and the sea
Indonesia







the country and/or tectonic plate
Indian Ok:C.111 - the ocean and/or tcclonic plate
Asia
Mid-East
Africa -- the continent and tectonic plate
NIcditcrranean;Soulhern Europe 	 Mediterranean Sea area. Italy. Greek. F.—key
Northern Europe — includes most of Furopr, the British Isles and Ireland, and Scandinavia
Eurasia - the continent Auld lert011ir plate
Atlantic
Ireland
Antarctica - the continent and lectollic plate
The rlasSitication of' nlovenlcnl and LIcforlllation tN pe includes:
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slip rate — relative motion across a fault or group of faults
plate motion - include rotation rates and rotation poles as well as absolute and relative plate
velocities
strain - either :train, strain rate, or line length .-hanger
tilt/uplift — tilt, uplift, or subsidence
earthquake — preseismic, coseismic. or postseismic crustal displacement, displacement rates
or deformation ( non-oscillatory)
creep - I'ault creep
The nuasurement classification scheme includes the following entries:
geodetic — trilateration. triangulation and leveling surreys: strainmeter. creepmeter. and
tiltnlcter measurements. geodimeter and satellite geodesy measurements, tide
gauge data: some hathymetry
geologic
	
field Mid remote sensing investigations. mapping anal topography studies, radio-
metric dating, stratigraphic investigations
magnetic	 11 141,111\, 1 magnetic anomaly studies often coupled "ith hathymetry measurements
seismic — fault plane solutions, seismic wave interpretations, seismicit% records, seismic slip
estimates and recurrence rates, reelection and refraction profiles
paleonrrgnetic
In a few cases the main thrust of a paper is not well covered by our classification scheme so
additional descriptors are used, as Labrador Sea f*or paper I of July ', 97 1.
The second division of' the catalog contains an author list arranged in alphabetical order with
	 i
cross references to the citation of the first division. Each of the cross references is a six digit number.
The first two digits refer tothe year of publication (e.g. 70 =
 1970). the second two digits to the pub-
lication month ( e.g. 02 = February) and the last two digits to the number of the citation on the
monthly pages of the catalog's first di% ision. Thus the first cross reference for P. R. Vogt is 700201.
The citation for this paper is given as the first entry for February 1970.
  The coauthors of the paper.
N. A. Ostenso and G. L. Johnson, also have cross refcreni:es to paper 700201.
vi
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Amer. Assoc. Pet. (;Col.	 The American Association of Pet roleum Geologists Bulletin
BSSA	 Bulletin of the SCis1110l0giral Society of America
Can. .1. Farth Sci.	 Canadian Journal of Farth Science
Earth Planet. Sci. Let. - Farth and Planetary Science Letters
Geollh\s..1. R. 1st r . Sur.
	
Geophysical Journal of the Roval Ast r onomical Society
GSA Geological Socict\ of Am erica Bulletin
.I. GCol. Soc. Lond. 	 Journal of the Geological Society of London
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